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The modular nets were introduced by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 to describe in 
mathematical terms the activity of the brain. To be more precise, the modular 
nets are a model of the interactiolr of the nervous celis called neuron&s. 
Mathematicians and neuro-biologists showed a great interest in the work of 
McCuUoch and Pitts, publishing many papers concerning this subject. 
We present a formalisation of the modular nets on any finite alphabet by using 
partitions,whose blocks have a certain prcperty. But first, let us give the definition 
of a d-module which may be used in the particular case where d = %, as a 
mathematical model of a neuron. 
Dedlnftion 1. A d-m+dule is a triple A = (n, I, p) where II E N*, I is a non-empty 
set so tb%t III= 4 and p : I”-, I. 
A &module is a device with n input lines, {Q, . . . , E,} = %Y and only one output 
line, {a}= \sp, Each input line is fed by a letter of the same alphabet I, and the 
output line emits an element of I. The device works on a discrete time-scale so 
that if *the input of d-module at a time t is (iI, . . . , i,) then the output at the time 
$+ 1 is *(iI, . . . , &J 
To every d-modcle = (n, I, p) may be associated an automaton, LO we can 
speak of the “state” of a d-module and this state coincides with the output of the 
-module. 
. , k} be a finite non-empty family of Id-modules 
. . . , e’n,) is the s of the rzi input lines and Yj = (w’} 
is the singleton formed by the output line of *= i, J 1,. . . , k. 
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The same family of il-mod&s allows us to 
fact, the net depends on the s&&ion of the 
seletiion of 9. 
construct several modular nets. In 
S-bounded partition “CT and of t\e 
In tile partMar case where 111 -y2, a modular net constitutes a model of the 
interaction of the neurons. 
To every modular net on an alphabet I may be associated an automaton. 
We present a treatment lhat is more clearly algebraic (by using a technique with 
matrices) and more efficient than the original construction for the known result, 
namely: 
For,every finite automaton & there is a modular net whose associated automa- 
ton weakPy simulates ~8. 
We estabiish also the relation between an automaton alnd the automaton 
associated to a modular net which simulates it, riamdy: 
Let = [I, a finite 
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